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Introduction

Two of the most common criticisms of Data Loss Prevention (DLP) that comes up in user discussions are a) its 

complexity and b) the fear of false positives. Security professionals worry that DLP is an expensive widget that will fail to 

deliver the expected value -- turning into yet another black hole of productivity. But when used properly DLP provides 

rapid assessment and identification of data security issues not available with any other technology.

We don't mean to play down the real complexities you might encounter as you roll out a complete data protection 

program. Business use of information is itself complicated, and no tool designed to protect that data can simplify or 

mask the underlying business processes. However, there are steps you can take to obtain significant immediate value 

and security gains without blowing your productivity or wasting important resources.

In this paper we highlight the lowest hanging fruit for DLP, refined in conversations with hundreds of DLP users. These 

aren't meant to incorporate the entire DLP process, but to show you how to get real and immediate wins before you 

move on to more complex policies and use cases.

Establish Your Process
Nearly every DLP customer we have talked with has discovered actionable offenses committed by employees as soon as 

they turn the tool on. Some of these require little more than contacting a business unit to change a bad process, but 

quite a few result in security guards escorting people out of the building, or even legal action. In one case, a DLP vendor 

plugged in the tool for a lunchtime demonstration on the same day a senior executive decided to send proprietary 

information to a competitor. Needless to say, the vendor lost their hard drives that day to support the investigation and 

subsequent legal action, but they didn't seem too unhappy when they later acquired a new customer.

Even if you aren't planning on moving straight to enforcement mode, you need to put a process in place to manage the 

issues that will crop up once you activate your tool. The kinds of issues you need to figure out how to address in 

advance fall into two categories:

• Business Process Failures: Although you'll likely manage most business process issues as you roll out your sustained 

deployment, the odds are high some will be of such high concern they will require immediate remediation. These are 

often compliance related.

• Egregious Employee Violations: Most employee-related issues can be dealt with as you gradually shift into 

enforcement mode, but as in the example above, you will encounter situations requiring immediate action.

In terms of process, we recommend two tracks based on the nature of the incident. Business process failures usually 

involve escalation within security or IT, possible involvement of compliance or risk management, and engagement with 

the business unit itself. You are less concerned with getting someone in trouble than stopping the problem.
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Employee violations, due to their legal sensitivity, require a more formal 

process. Typically you'll need to open an investigation and immediately 

escalate to management while engaging legal and human resources 

(since this might be a firing offense). Contingencies need to be 

established in case law enforcement is engaged, including plans to 

provide forensic evidence to law enforcement without having them walk 

out the door with your nice new DLP box and hard drives. Essentially you 

want to implement whatever process you already have in place for internal 

employee investigations and potential termination.

Prepare Your Directory Servers
One of the single most consistent problems with DLP deployments has nothing to do with DLP, and everything to do with 

the supporting directory (AD, LDAP, or whatever) infrastructure. Since with DLP we are concerned with user actions 

across networks, files, and systems (and on the network with multiple protocols), it's important to know exactly who is 

committing all these violations. With a file or email it's usually a straightforward process to identify the user based on their 

mail or network logon ID, but once you start monitoring anything else, such as web traffic, you need to correlate the 

user's network (IP) address back to their name.

This is built into nearly every DLP tool, so they can track what network addresses are assigned to users when they log 

onto the network or a service.

The more difficult problem tends to be the business process; correlating these technical IDs back to real human beings. 

Many organizations fail to keep their directory servers current, and as a result it can be hard to find the physical body 

behind a login. It gets even harder if you need to figure out their business unit, manager, and so on.

For a quick win, we suggest you focus predominantly on making sure you can track most users back to their real-world 

identities. Ideally your directory will also include role information so you can filter DLP policies violations based on 

business unit. Someone in HR or Legal usually has authorization for different sensitive information than people in IT and 

Customer Service, and if you have to manually figure all this out when a violation occurs, it will really hurt your efficiency 

later.

Integrate with Your Infrastructure
The last bit of preparation is to integrate with the important parts of your infrastructure. How you do this will vary 

depending on your initial focus (endpoint, network, or discovery). Remember, this all comes after you integrate with your 

directory servers.

The easiest deployments are typically on the network side, since you can run in monitoring mode without having to do 

too much integration. This might not be your top priority, but adding what's essentially an out of band network sniffer is 

very straightforward. Most organizations connect their DLP monitor to their network gateway using a SPAN or mirror 

port. If you have multiple locations, you'll probably need multiple DLP boxes and have to integrate them using the built-in 

multi-system management features common to most DLP tools.

Most organizations also integrate a bit more directly with email, since it is particularly effective without being especially 

difficult. The store-and-forward nature of email, compared to other real-time protocols, makes many types of analysis and 

blocking easier. Many DLP tools include an embedded mail server (MTA, or Mail Transport Agent) which you can simply 

add as another hop in the email chain, just like you probably deployed your spam filter.
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Endpoint rollouts are a little tougher because you must deploy an agent onto every monitored system. The best way to 

do this (after testing) is to use whatever software deployment tool you currently use to push out updates and new 

software.

Content discovery -- scanning data at rest in storage -- can be a bit tougher, depending on how many servers you need 

to scan and who manages them. For quick wins, look for centralized storage where you can start scanning remotely 

through a file share, as opposed to widely distributed systems where you have to manually obtain access or install an 

agent. This reduces the political overhead and you only need an authorized user account for the file share to start the 

process.

You'll notice we haven't talked about all the possible DLP integration points, but instead focused on the main ones to get 

you up and running as quickly as possible. To recap:

• For all deployments: Directory services (usually your Active Directory and DHCP servers).

• For network deployments: Network gateways and mail servers.

• For endpoint deployments: Software distribution tools.

• For discovery/storage deployments: File shares on the key storage repositories (you generally only need a username/

password pair to connect).

Deploying and Using Your DLP Solution
The differences between a long-term DLP deployment and our "Quick Wins" approach are goals and scope. With a 

traditional deployment we focus on comprehensive monitoring and protection of very specific data types. We know what 

we want to protect (at a granular level) and how we want to protect it, and we can focus on comprehensive policies with 

low false positives and a robust workflow. Every policy violation is reviewed to determine if it's an incident that requires a 

response.

In the Quick Wins approach we are concerned less about incident management, and more about gaining a rapid 

understanding of how information is used within our organization. There are two flavors to this approach -- one where we 

focus on a narrow data type, typically as an early step in a full enforcement process or to support a compliance need, 

and the other where we cast a wide net to help us understand general data usage to prioritize our efforts. Long-term 

deployments and Quick Wins are not mutually exclusive -- each targets a different goal and both can run concurrently or 

sequentially, depending on your resources.

Remember: even though we aren't talking about a full enforcement process, it is absolutely essential that your incident 

management workflow be ready to go when you encounter violations that demand immediate action!

Choose Your Flavor
The first step is to decide which of two general approaches to take:

• Single Type: In some organizations the primary driver behind the DLP deployment is protection of a single data type, 

often due to compliance requirements. This approach focuses only on that data type.

• Information Usage: This approach casts a wide net to help characterize how the organization uses information, and 

identify patterns of both legitimate use and abuse. This information is often very useful for prioritizing and informing 

additional data security efforts.
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Choose Your Deployment Type
Depending on your DLP tool, it will be capable of monitoring and protecting information on the network, on endpoints, or 

in storage repositories -- or some combination of these. This gives us three pure deployment options and four possible 

combinations.

• Network Focused: Deploying DLP on the network in monitoring mode 

provides the broadest coverage with the least effort. Network monitoring 

is typically the fastest to get up and running due to lighter integration 

requirements. You can often plug in a server or appliance over a few 

hours or less, and instantly start evaluating results.

• Endpoint Focused: Starting with endpoints should give you a good idea 

of which employees are storing data locally or transferring it to portable 

storage. Some endpoint tools can also monitor network activity on the 

endpoint, but these capabilities vary widely. In terms of Quick Wins, 

endpoint deployments are generally focused on analyzing stored content 

on the endpoints.

• Storage Focused: Content discovery is the analysis of data at rest in 

storage repositories. Since it often requires considerable integration (at 

minimum, knowing the username and password to access a file share), these deployments, like endpoints, involve 

more effort. That said, its scan of major repositories is very useful, and in some organizations it's as important (or even 

more so) to understand stored data than to monitor information moving across the network.

Network deployments typically provide the most immediate information with the lowest effort, but depending on what 

tools you have available and your organization's priorities, it may make sense to start with endpoints or storage. 

Combinations are obviously possible, but we suggest you roll out multiple deployment types sequentially rather than in 

parallel to manage project scope.

Define Your Policies
The last step before hitting the "on" switch is to configure your policies to match your deployment flavor.

In a single type deployment, either choose an existing category that matches the data type in your tool, or quickly build 

your own policy. In our experience, pre-built categories common in most DLP tools are almost always available for the 

data types that commonly drive a DLP project. Don't worry about tuning the policy -- right now we just want to toss it out 

there and get as many results as possible. Yes, this is the exact opposite of our recommendations for a traditional, 

focused DLP deployment.

In an information usage deployment, turn on all the policies or enable promiscuous monitoring mode. Most DLP tools 

only record activity when there are policy violations, which is why you must enable the policies. A few tools can monitor 

general activity without relying on a policy trigger (either full content or metadata only). In both cases our goal is to collect 

as much information as possible to identify usage patterns and potential issues.

Monitor
Now it's time to turn on your tool and start collecting results.

Don't be shocked -- in both deployment types you will see a lot more information than in a focused deployment, 

including more potential false positives. Remember, you aren't concerned with managing every single incident, but want 

a broad understanding of what's going on on your network, in endpoints, or in storage.
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Analyze
Now we get to the most important part of the process -- turning all that data into useful information.

Once we collect enough data, it's time to start the analysis process. Our goal is to identify broad patterns and identify 

any major issues. Here are some examples of what to look for:

• A business unit sending out sensitive data unprotected as part of a regularly scheduled job.

• Which data types broadly trigger the most violations.

• The volume of usage of certain content or files, which may help identify valuable assets that don't cleanly match a pre-

defined policy.

• Particular users or business units with higher numbers of violations or unusual usage patterns.

• False positive patterns, for tuning long-term policies later.

• All DLP tools provide some level of reporting and analysis, but ideally your tool will allow you to set flexible criteria to 

support the analysis.

What Did We Achieve?
If you followed this process, by now you've created a base for your ongoing DLP usage while achieving valuable short-

term goals. In a short amount of time you have:

• Established a flexible incident management process.

• Integrated with major infrastructure components.

• Assessed broad information usage.

• Set a foundation for later focused efforts and policy tuning to support long-term management.

Thus by following the Quick Wins process you can show immediate results while establishing the foundations of your 

program, all without overwhelming yourself by forcing unprepared action on all possible alerts before you understand 

information usage patterns.
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